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ABSTRACT 

Optical message transmitted in the form of digital images is becoming a main process of contact in the 

current era, but the image obtained subsequent to transmission is frequently degraded with noise. The obtained image 

desires giving out ahead of it can be applied in applications. Image denoising contains the operation of the image 

facts to make optically elevated eminence image. Spatial domain employs a low pass filtering on pixels by 

considering that noise occupies the higher region of the frequency spectrum. Image quality can be elevated by 

enhancing the contrast and reduce the noise. This paper proposes performance comparison of different image 

denoising algorithms like Linear, Median, Adaptive and Soma in spatial domain. Peak signal to Noise ratio (PSNR) 

and Similarity Measure (SM) are the two factors for measuring the quality of different denoising techniques against 

various noises like Gaussian noise, Speckle noise and Salt & Pepper noise. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 Image noise generally occurs in image broadcast, rounding off, acquirement and lots of various dealing out 

ways. Image quality attains visible loss by polluting the image in means of task like categorization, targeting, 

detection. The image noise removal is a consequently usually established. Image denoising techniques are 

categorised into spatial domain methods and Transform domain methods. Spatial domain methods include Linear 

and Nonlinear filters. Linear filters are Mean, Wiener filters etc. Non- Linear filters are Median, Weighted Median 

etc. A digital image is generally encoded as a matrix of gray level or intensity level. Each pixel value of the image 

is a result of a light intensity, falling on the sensors of camera. Images are often corrupted with noise, arise due to 

imperfect instrument behaviour, low lighting conditions. The objective of the denoising algorithms is to remove 

noise while retaining as much as possible the important image features. In this paper there are four basic approaches 

of image denoising such as Linear, Median, Adaptive and Soma in spatial filtering methods. In spatial filtering 

method, it is worked directly on the pixel value by assuming that noise occupies the higher region of the frequency 

spectrum. Spatial filters can be further classified into linear and non-linear filters. Mean filter is an example of linear 

filter. But it has a drawback of blurring at the edges. Non – linear method of spatial filtering is Median filter. 

Denoising Methods: Linear, Median, Adaptive and Soma come under Spatial Domain denoising methods. The 

perception beside image denoising using these filters is multiplication and window standard. 

Linear Filtering: The Mean filter uses a sliding window which moves the middle value of the window with the 

average of the neighbouring pixel values. It replaces pixels, which are deceiving of their ambiance. The sliding 

window is a square of size m× m, m is odd number. It becomes dark image when coefficients sum to zero. The 

Average filter is also called a Linear filter, works on the shift, multiply and sum principle. 

Median Filtering: In this filtering the value of an output pixel is determined by the median of neighborhood pixels. 

Median filtering is better able to remove outliers of an image without reducing the sharpness of an image. This filter 

holds good for salt and pepper noise.  

Adaptive Filtering: This filter is a linear filter which has an uneven specification and varies this criterion duly to 

optimization technique. Due to complexity of this algorithm, nearly every adaptive filters are digital filters.  

SOMA: Self-Organizing Migration Algorithm is based on self-organizing behaviour of groups of individuals in 

social environment. It is an evolutionary technique in spite of the information which has no new young ones of folks 

are formed all through hunt process. Only positions of the individuals in the searched space are changed during 

generation called migration loop. Other denoising techniques require prior knowledge in kind of noise corrupting the 

image. But SOMA uses universal threshold and suited for various kinds of noise.  

2. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE  

In this technique, colour image is considered as input image. Noises like Gaussian noise, Salt & 

pepper noise and Speckle noise are added to the input image. Various spatial filters like Linear, Median, 

Adaptive and Soma are applied to remove the noise from the noisy input image. 

 
Figure.1. Proposed algorithm for spatial domain filters 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Filter_(signal_processing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optimization_algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_filter
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this work, various colour input images of size 256 x 256 is considered. Primarily the input image (ball) is 

taken and salt & pepper noise is added and the noise is eliminated using linear filter as shown in Figs.2, 3 and 4. 

Now speckle noise is added for the same image and it is denoised using linear filter as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Peppers 

image is taken and speckle noise is added to the input image and the noise is eliminated using Median filter as shown 

in Figs. 7, 8 and 9. Now gaussian and salt & pepper noises are added to the peppers image and it is denoised using 

Adaptive filter as shown in Figs. 10 - 13. In order to eliminate noise using SOMA Autumn image is considered as 

input image and speckle noise is added to the image as noise is eliminated using SOMA as shown in Figs. 14, 15 and 

16. Now salt & pepper noise is added for the same image and it is denoised using SOMA as shown in Figs. 17 and 

18. Peak signal to Noise ratio (PSNR) and Similarity Measure (SM) are the two factors for measuring the quality of 

different denoising techniques against various noises like Gaussian noise, Speckle noise and Salt & Pepper noise and 

it is tabulated in Table.1. 

   
Figure.2. Input image (Ball) Figure.3. Salt & Pepper noise Figure.4. Denoised image 

using linear filter 

  
Figure.5. Speckle noise added Figure.6. Denoised image using linear filter 

   
Figure.7. Input image (Peppers) Figure.8. Salt & Pepper noise 

added 

Figure.9. Denoised image 

using Median filter 

 

  
Figure.10. Gaussian noise added Figure.11. Denoised image using Adaptive filter 

  
Figure.12. Salt & Pepper noise added Figure.13. Denoised image using Adaptive filter 
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Figure.14. Input image (Autumn) Figure.15. Speckle noised 

  
Figure.16. Denoised image using SOMA Figure.17. Salt & Pepper noise added 

 
Figure.18. Denoised image using SOMA 

Table.1. Performance comparison of Spatial filters for PSNR and Similarity Measure 

 

Noise 

PSNR (dB) Similarity Measure 

Linear Median Adaptive SOMA Linear Median Adaptive SOMA 

Gaussian Noise 37.2791 34.8543 35.7654 38.4916 0.8075 0.8123 0.8109 0.8532 

Speckle Noise 32.8125 33.0976 34.9182 40.8211 0.8126 0.8376 0.8287 0.8764 

Salt & Pepper Noise 30.2116 40.8532 36.5312 42.9266 0.8097 0.8946 0.8043 0.8988 

4. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the comparison of various colour image denoising techniques like Linear, Median, 

Adaptive and Soma in spatial domain against various noises like Gaussian noise, Speckle noise and Salt & Pepper 

noise. The simulation results reveal that this proposed technique can able to eliminate noise in accurate manner. The 

proposed denoising algorithm performs better for colour image denoising in spatial domain. 
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